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Staff Accident Report Summary to 
The Colorado Public Utilities Commission 

On Regional Transportation District 
Rail Fixed Guideway Accidents 

From April 1, 2017 through June 30, 2017 

SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS 

The Regional Transportation District (RTD) filed accident investigation reports for seven 
accidents occurring from April 1, 2017 through June 30, 2017. Staff has reviewed the 
reports and finds them to be complete in accordance with Rule 7348. All investigations 
were performed in compliance with RTD's investigation procedures, which were 
formally adopted by the Commission by Decision No. C09-0674 on June 24, 2009. 

No accidents occurred at crossings near the Auraria Campus during the April to June 
2017 timeframe. Changes and additions to the active warning signs at the crossings in the 
Auraria Campus area were approved by the Commission in Docket No. 08A-082R, 
Decision No. C08-0435. These changes include blank-out signs that alternately flash a 
light-rail vehicle approaching sign and either a no-left turn or no-right turn sign. The 
alternate flashing nature of these signs in conjunction with the traffic signal at the 
crossings should better warn drivers about the approach of LRVs, and should reduce or 
eliminate the accidents caused by drivers ignoring the traffic signal. Staff of the 
Commission and RTD Safety Staff will continue to monitor the effectiveness of the 
blank-out signs at the crossings in the Auraria Campus area. 

The other corridor where accidents typically occur on the current RTD system is along 
Welton Street. Three accidents occurred along this corridor during the April to June 
2017 timeframe. Two involved vehicles that were hit after they drove in front of the 
LRV. These two accidents involved minor property damage only and police did not 
respond to these scenes. The third accident involved a vehicle that entered the 
intersection on a yellow signal. The LRV proceeded on a horizontal signal (equivalent to 
a red signal). The vehicle was wrapped around the OCS pole and the vehicle had to be 
cut in half to extricate the driver. The driver of the automobile was transported for 
injuries. Staff of the Commission and RTD Safety Staff are working with RTD rail on 
mitigation efforts for the crossings along this corridor by using blank-out signs along 
Welton Street as a replacement to current train approaching signs and lights. 

Three accidents occurred in the central downtown area during the April to June 2017 
timeframe. All three of these accidents resulted in no injuries and minor property 
damage. Police did not respond to any of these accidents. 

One station accident occurred involving a patron that lost balance, fell between two train 
cars, and was drug a short distance. The patron was transported from the scene for an 
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injury. Police and fire responded to the scene to extricate the patron, but no citations wee 
issued. Police investigated the accident as a non-criminal/not-traf accident. 

Summaries of the 7 accidents follow below: 

Accident 
Tracking 
Number 

Date/Time Location Nature of 
Event 

Fatalities/ 
Injuries/ 

PDO 

Citation Issued, or 
Other Comments 

A1-04212017 04/21/2017 27th  and Welton NB LRV struck No Injuries; No — police did not 
2:27 PM Streets a car2go that 

drove in front of 
the LRV 

Property 
Damage - $500 

respond to the scene. 

A1-04232017 04/23/2017 18th  and Stout SB LRV was No Injuries; No — police did not 
5:54 PM Streets struck by a 

bicyclist that hit 
the side of the 

No Property 
Damage 

respond to the scene and 
the bicyclist left the 
scene. 

LRV after it 
performed a 
hard brake 
maneuver. 

A1-05242017 05/24/2017 Park Avenue NV LRV hit a No Injuries; No — police did not 
2:23 PM and Welton 

Street 
truck that made 
a right-turn in 
front of the 
train. 

Property 
Damage - 
$1,000 

respond to the scene. 

A2-05242017 05/24/2017 Knox Court Patron started 1 Injury — No — police and fire 
8:27 PM Station hitting WB 

LRV as it was 
leaving the 
station. Patron 
lost balance, fell 
between two 
train cars, and 
was drug a short 
distance. 

transported 
from the scene; 
No Property 
Damage 

responded to the scene 
and extricated the patron 
for transport for injuries, 
but no citation was 
issued. Investigated as a 
non-criminal/non-traf 
accident. 

A1-06272017 6/27/2017 14th  Street NV LRV hit a No Injuries; No — police did not 
7:00 PM between Stout 

and California 
vehicle that 
traveled the 
wrong-way out 
of a one-way 
alley. 

Property 
Damage - $500 

respond to the scene. 

A1-06292017 6/29/2017 Stout Street SB LRV hit a No Injuries; No No — police did not 
3:14 PM north of 14th 

 Street 
vehicle that was 
driving out of a 

Property 
Damage 

respond to the scene. 
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parking lot. 
Investigation is 
inconclusive as 
to which LRV 
car made 
contact with the 
vehicle. 

A 1 -06302017 06/30/2017 Park Avenue NB LRV hit a 1 Injury; No — police investigated 
8:57 AM and Welton vehicle that Property but did not issue any 

Street entered the 
intersection on 
a yellow signal. 
The LRV 
entered the 
crossing on a 
horizontal 
signal. The 
vehicle was 
wrapped around 
the OCS pole 
and the vehicle 
had to be cut in 
half to remove 
the driver. 

Damage - 
$15,000 

citations because of the 
conflicting accounts 
available at the time of 
the accident. 

STAFF ANALYSIS 

Staff reviewed the accident types and totals that occurred during the April 1 to June 30 
timeframe in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 and compared them to the 2017 accidents. 
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Below is Graph 1 which shows the total number of accidents, incidents, and hazards by 
year: 

Graph 1 

The number of accidents that occurred during the April to June timeframe is within the 
range of accidents, incidents and hazards that have occurred since 2013. No incidents or 
hazards occurred during the April to June 2017 timeframe. 
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Total Number of Accidents by Corridor 
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Below is Graph 2 which compares the total number of accidents by corridor: 

Graph 2 

The Central Corridor, which includes Welton Street, as well as the Auraria Campus and 
Downtown areas, has the highest concentration of accidents. The number of accidents 
that occurred in the Central corridor during the April to June timeframe is within the 
range of accidents that have occurred since 2013. One accident involving a patron 
occurred at the Knox Court Station on the West Corridor. No accidents occurred in the 
Southeast, Southwest, 1-225 and Central Platte Valley corridors during the April to June 
2017 timeframe. [Note: The West corridor went into revenue service on April 26, 2013 
and the 1-225 corridor went into revenue service on February 24, 2017.] 
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Below is Graph 3 which shows the total number of accidents at crossings and stations: 

Graph 3 

Total Number of Accidents at Crossings and 
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The number of accidents that occurred at crossings during the April to June timeframe is 
within the range of accidents that have occurred since 2013. 
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Number of Accidents by Type 
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Below is Graph 4 which compares the number of accidents by type: 

Graph 4 

Right-angle (a.k.a., broadside) accidents are the most common types of accidents. This is 
consistent with most accidents occurring at at-grade crossings as light-rail traffic travels 
perpendicular to vehicular traffic. The number of right-angle accidents that occurred 
during the April to June timeframe is within the range of accidents that have occurred 
since 2013. 
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Below is Graph 5 which compares the number of accidents that occurred at at-grade 
crossings along Welton Street, near the Auraria Campus, and Downtown. These are the 
higher accident locations that Staff and RTD have been closely monitoring: 

Graph 5 

The number of at-grade crossing accidents that occurred near the Auraria Campus, along 
Welton Street and in the Downtown area during the April to June timeframe is within the 
range of accidents that have occurred since 2013. Staff will continue to monitor the 
progress of the training in the quarters to come. 

Based on Staffs analysis of the RTD system accidents and incidents, Staff does not 
recommend further Commission action at this time. Staff will continue to work with 
RTD Safety Staff to analyze the accident trends along Welton Street and the central 
downtown area. Staff will also continue to monitor safety improvements at the Auraria 
Campus crossings to determine their effectiveness by analyzing the accident trends at 
those crossings. Finally, Staff will continue to monitor the efforts of the enhanced RTD 
training program for rail operators. 
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CONCLUSION 

The seven accident investigation reports have been reviewed by Staff and have been 
completed in accordance with Rule 7348. Staff recommends formal adoption of these 
investigation reports by the Commission. 
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